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CSIU VO  
•  Originally Registered 2010 
-  The Computational Sciences at Indiana University 
(CSIU) virtual organization is dedicated to the 
efficient usage of local and national resources 
available to researchers on the Indiana University 
(IU) campuses. 
-  The CSIU VO will provide support to link IU 
campus resources to nation infrastructures.  
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Recent Campus Activities  
•  Connecting IU Resources to the OSG and Campus 
Grid 
•  Connecting IU Researchers to the OSG 
•  Building a Campus Infrastructure 
•  Future Prospects 
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Existing OSG Resources - Quarry 
§  General access computing 
§  140 IBM HS21 Blade servers (b/q nodes) 
§  Dual 2.0GHz Intel Xeon 5335 (Clovertown) quad-core processors 
§  8GB (default) or 16GB (himem) RAM 
§  Gigabit Ethernet  
§  RHEL 4 
§  36 or 73GB local scratch 
§  230 IBM dx340 servers (p/pg nodes) 
§  Dual 2.3GHz Intel Xeon E5410 (Harpertown) quad-core processors 
§  16GB RAM 
§  Gigabit Ethernet  
§  RHEL 5 
§  94GB local scratch 
§  NFS home directory (10GB quota)  /N/u/$USER/Quarry 
§  Data Capacitor (339TB)       /N/dc/scratch/$USER, /N/dc/project/$PROJECT 
§  Data Capacitor WAN (339TB)  /N/dcwan/scratch/$USER, /N/dcwan/project/$PROJECT 
§  Research File System  /afs/iu.edu/…. 
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New OSG Resource  
•  Jupiter 
-  Housed by IU School of Informatics 
-  Two other clusters to be brought online 
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Campus Cluster - Mason 
•  HP ProLiant DL580 G7  
•  10GE interconnect 
•  Rated at 3.383 TFLOPs  
(G-HPL benchmark) 
•  Quad socket nodes  
•  8 core Xeon L7555 with  
1.87 GHz base frequency  
•  32 cores per node  
•  512 GByte of memory per 
node! 
The Mason cluster is reserved for large-RAM genomics and life-
science jobs. These typically include de novo sequence assembly and 
RNA-sequence studies. 
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Protein Docking with IU School of 
Medicine  
•  SPLINTER - Structural Protein-Ligand Interactome 
•  Used autodock-vina – “…open-source program for 
drug discovery, molecular docking and virtual 
screening…” 
•  Frist run - docked ~3900 Proteins with 5000 Ligands 
for a total of ~19M docked pairs.  
•  Submitted via command line to Condor using 
Pegasus on the OSG-XSEDE submission node 
•  Infrastructure is set and new runs can be easily 
started 
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www.biodrugscreen.org 
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Various rotations of Protein CBFA2T1 (Cyclin-
D-related protein) (Eight twenty one protein) 
(Protein ETO) (Protein MTG8) (Zinc finger 
MYND domain-containing protein 2) 
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SPLINTER Run Stats  
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Where did these jobs run?  
First ~1M Jobs  
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IU Campus Grid 
•  Installed and Tested 
-  BOSCO Submit Node 
§  Quarry, Mason, MWT2, flocking to OSG-
XSEDE 
-  IU Medical School has expressed interest 
-  Informatics 
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Future Prospects  
•  Bring other campus resources into the Campus Grid 
-  IU Medical School 
-  Informatics 
•  Building on Autodock 
-  Thousands of potential drugs to be docked 
-  Build scoring into workflow 
•  Other Applications 
-  Informatics 
-  IU School of Medicine 
-  One Degree Imager 
-  BLAST and Galaxy 
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Questions  
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